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OPENING   
This week we are continuing our series called Letters From Your Future Self.  Opening God’s Word can 
be like such a letter that can change the course of our lives.  What are our future selves speaking into 
our lives this week?  What are we needing to hear about how we value ourselves?  This series could be a 
game-changer in this new year.    
 
SCRIPTURE1 
Hebrews 12:1-3   Therefore, since we are surrounded by such a great cloud of witnesses let us throw off 
everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles. And let us run with perseverance the race 
marked out for us, fixing our eyes on Jesus, the pioneer and perfecter of our faith.  For the joy set before 
him, he endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at the right hand of the throne of God.  
Consider him who endured such opposition from sinners, so that you will not grow weary and lose 
heart. 
1 John 2:16  For everything in the world – the lust of the flesh, the lust of the eyes, and the pride of life – 
comes not from the Father but from the world. 
Galatians 5:1  It is for freedom that Christ has set us free.  Stand firm, then, and do not let yourselves be 
burdened again by a yoke of slavery. 
 
OBSERVATION 
The Book of Hebrews was written by an unknown author to a group of Christians whose lives had 
become very difficult.  They were ready to give up and go back to their old life without Jesus.  This letter 
was written to encourage them and it is sent to us today for that same reason.  It says that Jesus is 
greater than all we struggle with, so don’t give up. 
Question:  When have you considered giving up on Jesus and returning to the darkness of your old life?  
What caused you to feel this way?  What brought you back to your senses? 
 
APPLICATION 
All of us wish we could go back in time and give our younger selves some advice or wisdom based upon 
what we know now.  Maybe that message involves dating, or a career, or a marriage partner, or 
spending time with someone.  Don’t we wish we our future selves had written to us?  We wouldn’t be in 
this mess now.  Tim Keller sent a tweet this week saying, “Your future self will always see your present 
self as unwise and immature.  That means you are currently a fool right now.”   Funny, but not untrue, 
so let’s begin fixing that problem right now. 

 
1 All scripture is NIV unless otherwise indicated 



Question:   Who from your past is part of the cloud of witnesses and is cheering you on today? 
The decisions we make today will shape our tomorrow.  We can’t undo the past, as much as we would 
like to, but we can change the direction of our future and become all God desires us to be.  Today many 
of us value our worth by our performance.  This means performance determines our worth or we can 
say that our success is our worth.  This starts at a young age when we were praised for our athleticism or 
our A grades, and we take this feedback into adulthood.  We base our worth on people or 
accomplishments. 
Question:  What did you learn as a child about your worth?    What are you teaching your children about 
their worth?  How is that happening?  
There are three symptoms of misplaced worth:  1)  We obsess about what other people think.  What 
insecurity we reveal when we worry about their opinions concerning our hair style, or the music we like, 
or the picture we just posted, or the person we are dating.  2)  We are overly sensitive to criticism.   
One hundred people can say something positive, and one person can say something negative and we 
obsess over the one negative comment.  3)  We have a hard time saying “NO”! We may not want to do 
something or really don’t have the time, but saying “no” means others might not like us anymore. 
Question:  Which of these symptoms apply to you?   Why do you think others’ opinions are more 
credible than your own? 
God is telling us to throw off everything that entangles, like sin and temptation.  Lust of the flesh is 
pleasure.  It is craving physical pleasure that is outside God’s design for us.  When we embrace it outside 
of God’s plan, in order to satisfy our own sinful desires, it becomes sin.  Lust of the eyes, if driven by 
greed or jealousy, is sin.  God says we shall not covet our neighbor’s car or house or spouse, doesn’t He?  
And pride of life is just that – pride.  We see it when we can’t celebrate someone else’s success or we 
can’t admit faults in ourselves.  The root of all temptation is in one of these three lusts. 
Question:  Which of these entanglements is causing you grief today?  Tell us about it. 
A second category is everything that hinders.  These are not necessarily sins, but they are barriers to our 
growth in Jesus:  emotions, hurts, or sins of the past.  They are any kind of weight that slows us down -- 
the longer we carry them, the heavier they become. 
Question:  What do you need to throw off in order to lighten the load in your life?  What is impeding 
your walk with Jesus? 
So, what is the cure for those of us who have our perception of worth all wrong?  The author of Hebrews 
tells us we need to persevere in running the race God has purposed for each of us.  Our faith started 
with Jesus – the pioneer and perfecter of our faith -- and we don’t have to persevere on our own – 
without His power.  Forget valuing our performance as giving us worth in this world.  What a drag it is to 
remember losing a job, or a divorce, or anything else that hinders us.  If our version of Christianity 
doesn’t make us feel free, we are doing it wrong.  Look ahead.  Jesus set us free from the past so we 
need to stand firm and persevere in the race set before us.  
Question:  When don’t you feel free in Jesus?  What is going on in your life or head causing this? 
Question:  What is the race God has purposed for you?  What is impeding your running that race?   
The worth of something is whatever someone is willing to pay for it.  Consider your house or your car.  
God forever determined our worth when He gave Jesus on the cross for us.  Our worth and identity are 
no longer determined by what we do – it is God’s work, not ours, that brings righteous results.  
Remember that it is the Holy Spirit within us that changes us and results in every good thing, so let all 
we do flow out of our worth that Jesus bought for us.   
 
PRAYER  
Heavenly Father, forgive us everything that entangles or hinders our lives in You. Help us to reflect on 
Jesus’ sacrifice that gave us all the value that we will ever need because Your love is an everlasting love. 
In Jesus’ name.  Amen. 


